
Final Report for Páll Jakobsson (01/10 2008 � 30/09/2011)1. FINAL PUBLISHABLE SUMMARY REPORTThe researh program foused on using gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), the most en-ergeti osmi explosions sine the Big Bang, as probes of the high-redshift Universe,star-forming galaxies at various redshifts, and the star formation history of the Uni-verse. Due to their immense brightness, GRBs an be seen aross great distanes,even through the dust and debris that an exist within their host galaxies. This im-plies we an use GRBs to loate galaxies and stars at the very edge of the Universe.Sine light an only travel at a �nite speed, this also means we are exploring theinfant Universe. Hene, GRBs an atually provide us with information on whenthe �rst stars were born. One aspet of our researh was foused on this subjet: tosystematially searh for these far away GRBs and use them to probe the very earlyUniverse and the start of star formation.Originating in the ore ollapse of massive stars and visible to huge distanes,GRBs o�er a unique tool to probe the evolution of the early Universe. This projetwas aimed at better understanding the reionization of the Universe and the star for-mation over osmi time. The Swift satellite and its ability to rapidly and auratelyloate 100 GRBs/year made this feasible. It was omplemented with omprehensivefollow-up programmes on a number of telesopes, e.g. the Very Large Telesope(VLT).To meet the goals of the proposal, we obtained more than 500 hours of obser-vations on various telesopes, analyzed the data and published the results in morethan 35 papers in peer-reviewed journals. Two of the key results were published inNature and Siene in 2009 and 2011, respetively:GRB090423: The Farthest Explosion Yet Measured. An explosion so pow-erful it was seen lear aross the visible universe was reorded in gamma-radiationon 23 April 2009 by NASA's orbiting Swift observatory. Farther than any knowngalaxy, quasar, or optial supernova, this GRB was loked at redshift 8.2, makingit the farthest explosion of any type yet deteted. Ourring only 630 million yearsafter the Big Bang, GRB090423 detonated so early that astronomers had no di-ret evidene that anything explodable even existed bak then. The faint infraredafterglow of GRB090423 was reovered by large ground telesopes within minutesof being disovered. An exiting possibility is that this GRB ourred in one ofthe very �rst generation of stars and announed the birth of an early blak hole.Surely, GRB090423 provides unique data from a relatively unexplored epoh in ourUniverse and a distant beaon from whih the intervening universe an be studied.A Supermassive Blak Hole Caught Devouring a Star. On 28 Marh 2011Swift deteted an extremely luminous panhromati outburst from the nuleus of adistant galaxy. The only explanation that so far �ts the size, intensity, time sale,and level of �utuation of the observed event, is that a massive blak hole at the1



very entre of that galaxy has pulled in a large star and ripped it apart by tidaldisruption. The spinning blak hole then reated two jets one of whih pointedstraight to Earth. Originating 3.8 billion light years from Earth in the diretion ofthe onstellation of Drao, the beam onsisting of high energy X-rays and gamma-rays remained brilliant for a period of weeks after the initial event. As more andmore material from the doomed star rossed over the event horizon, bright �areserupted signaling its demise.The main bene�t of the projet has simply been a better understanding of thenature and evolution of galaxies spanning a very broad redshift distribution. To bemore spei�:
• Our program has produed a well-de�ned, statistially useful sample of GRBswith measured distanes, metalliities and extintion urves whih in turnhave lead to a onsiderable improvement in our understanding of the redshiftdistribution, luminosity funtion, energetis, and link to the star-formationhistory of the Universe.
• We have fully exploited the potential of the VLT and opened the way toseuring high-quality spetra of ruially important events, GRBs at redshifts

z > 7. Simply �nding, and hene measuring the rate of, GRBs at high redshiftshas provided a sample of host galaxies for future studies.
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